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When planting, please consider
where the tree will be located in

relation to overhead and

underground utility lines. (The

location of these lines should

determine the kind of tree to plant
and site selection.) The mature tree

must have enough space away
from power lines and in an area

large enough to accommodate the

canopy and root system.W".'.
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require pruning ,

to maintain safe clearance from

the wires. Trees toppling into

overhead power lines can become
a public safety hazard and disrupt

your electric service. Therefore it is
best not to plant tall growing trees

under or near power lines.

You should not attempt to trim. any

vegetation growing near or on

Planting tall
growing trees

under or near
power lines

will ultimately

any overhead power lines. Only
specially trained line clearing

professionals should work around
power lines.
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Recommended Trees lor South Florida:
These trees would be suitable for planting adjacent
to overhead distribution powerlines

Spanish Stopper
(Eugenia spp.)
Narrow canopy and the ability
to grow in limited soil space makes
this tree ideal for parking lot
islands and small landscapes.
Drought-tolerant once established.

Geiger Tree
(Cordia sebestena)
This slow growing tree
hos striking orange blossoms
in the spring. Whether multi-
stemmed or with a single
trunk, this tree works well as
a specimen or patio tree.

Growth Rate: Slow to moderate
Maturity Height x Spread:
15-20' x 15'

Foliage: Evergreen

Glaucous Cassia
(Cassia surattensis)

(Conocarpus erectus var. sericeus) BeauHful yellow flowers on an
Silver to blue-green foliage provides outstanding small tree. Prune to

maintain tree form. Ideal for
small landscapes as
an accent tree.

Growth Rate: Moderote
Maturity Height x Spread:
15-20' x 15-20'

Foliage: Evergreen
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Growth Rate: Slow
Maturity Height x Spread:
15-20'x20'
Foliage: Evergreen

Silver Buttonwood

accent as a small tree or buffer.
Multi-stemmed, tough tree adapts
well to urban areas.

Growth Rote: Moderote
Maturity Height x Spread:
15-20' x 20'.30'

Foliage: Evergreen



Large Trees Need Their Space So That They
Do Not Interfere With Power Lines

Here's a list of some canopy trees often seen in South Florida. These large, canopy trees need their space.
If you plant a canopy tree on your property please follow these guidelines:
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Visit www.FPL.com/trees for a list of FPL
can help you maintain your trees and kee

out about many other energy topics

qualified tree contractors who
them clear of power lines. Find
visiting www.FPL.com.
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